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DR. J. CLAY SMITH J JR. 
PRESIDENT_ 
FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
BEFORE THE 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION BREAKFAST 
DUR'ING THE FEDERAL BAR CONVENTION 
DENVER J COLORADO 
f SEPTEMBER 10 1 1981 
~ 
THE CONTRIBUTION OF GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW \ 
AND ITS GRADUATES TO THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
I AM HONORED THAT THE LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE GEORGE 
WASHINGTON NATIONAL LAW CENTER HAS DESIGN~TED ME AS A RECIPIENT OF 
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW ASSOCIATION'S PROFESSIONAL 
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR AN "OUTSTANDING CAREER IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE." 
THE AWARD INITIATES M~ INTO A CLUB OF DISTINGUISHED AMERICANS 
SUCH AS I FORMER GOVE RNO;R HUGH ES OF j"lARYlAND j A RR I NGTON U I XON I 
'& 
CHAIRMAN OF THE D.C. CITY COUNCILj MARY S. COLEMAN I CHIEF JUSTICE 
OF THE MICHIGAN SUPREME COURTj AND WILLIAM "GRADY" MALONE I A PAST 
PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION I AND OTHERS· 
THIS IS THE SECOND TIME IN LESS THAN TWO YEARS THAT A UNIT 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LAW SCHOOL HAS HONORED ME· ON MAY 271 1990 J 
THE LAW FACULTY ELECTED ME AS AN INITIATE INTO THE ORDER OF THE 
COIF I IN RECOGNITION OF MY ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION. 
IN RESPONSE TO SUCH RECOGNITION I I DELIVERED A PAPER ENTITLED, 11 
"WEAR THE HONOR OF THE COIF." TODAY I IN RESPONSE TO THE 
11 
- UN SEVERAL OCCASIONS I 1 HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THE ORIENTATION OF 
NEW STUDENTS SPONSORED BY THE BLACK AMERICAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION {BALSA)J AT THE LAW SCHOOL· FOR EXAMPLE I ON AUGUST 18, 1975 1 
I LECTURED TO BALSA ON "A PEEK AT THE STUDY OF LA\'1" AND ON nAY 17, 
199U J 1 ADDRESSED THE THIRD ANNUAL GRADUATION tiANQUET OF THE GEORGE 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY BALSA. THE SPEECH WAS ENTITLEDJ "THE BLACK 
LAWYER: OLD CHALLENGES IN A NEW DECADE." 
-. 
, t 
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GRACIOUS RECOGNITION AFFORDED TO ME BY THE LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION} 
I WISH TO COMMENCE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ONE OF THE GOALS THAT I 
SET AS PRESIDEN~ OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION - TO INSTITUTE A 
z 
FORMAL HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION. A COMPILATION OF 
DOCUMENTS PRESERVING SOME FBA HISTORY WAS ORIGINALLY UNDERTAKEN 
BY E.A. KARU DURING THE PRESIDENCY OF CONRAD PHILOS IN 1963. I 
HAVE REVIEWED THE NOTEBOOKS THAT MR. KARU COMPILED IN PREPARING THIS 
PAPER. 
, 
ON NOVEMBER 3} 1980 1 SHORTLY AFTER ASSUf1ING THE PRESIDENCY 
OF THE FBAI I SENT A MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE WHICH 1 
IN PART} STATED} 
lT1HIS MEMOR~NDUM IS TO SOLICIT YOUR VIEWS 
ON THE FEASrBILITY OF EXPLORING THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF A FORMAL HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL BAR 
ASSOCIATION. THE ASSOCIATION IS NOW SOME 
60 YEARS OLD AND HAS MADE A SUBSTANTIAL 
CONTRIBUTION IN MANY AREAS OF THE LAW AND 
SOCIAL POLICY OF THE NATION· 
IN KEEPING WITH MY GOALS AS PRESIDENT OF THE FBA} I AM 
FORTUNATE TO HAVE THIS OCCASION TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE HISTORY OF 
THE ASSOCIATION WITH THIS PAPER ENTITLED} "THE CONTRIBUTI6N OF 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL AND ITS GRADUATES TO THE 
FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION." 
ACCORDINGLY} AS A CLOSE OUT TO MY TERM AS PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL 
HAR ASSOCIATION} I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE OF INTEREST TO YOU IF RECAP-
TURED SOME OF THE HISTORY OF THE FHA AND THE ROLES PLAYED IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS WORTHY ORGANIZATION BY SOME FORMER GRADUATES OF 
, THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL. 
-. 
• I 
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As YOU KNOW~ THE FBA WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1920. IT IS AN 
. ASSOCIATION OF MEMBER~ OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY AND LAWYERS WHO 
ARE OR HAVE BEEN~ IN THE EMPLOY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IN LEGAL 
f CAPACITIES· THE PURPOSES OF THE ORGANIZATION ARE~ "TO ADVANCE 
THE SCIENCE OF JURISPRUDENCE; TO PROMOTE THE ADMINISTRATION OF 
JUSTICE; TO UPHOLD A HIGH STANDARD FOR THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY~ 
ATTORNEYS REPRESENTING THE GOVERNMENT OF THE ,U.S., THE ATTORNEY 
APPEARING BEFORE COURTS~ DEPARTMENT AGENCIES OF THE U.S.; TO ENCOUR-
, 
AGE CORDIAL AND FRIENDLY RELATIONS AMONG THE MEMBERS OF THE LEGAL 
PROFESSION; AND TO PROMOTE THE WELFARE OF ATTORNEYS EMPLOYED BY THE 
GOVE RNt-1ENT 'OF TH E U. S. II 
THE PRINTED VOLUMES OF THE FEDERAL BAR JOURNAL DATE FROM 1931. 
I FOUND SOME OF THE SC~OLARLY DOCUMENTS OF THAT EARLY TIME TO BE OF 
PARTICULAR INTEREST· FOR INSTANCE~ THERE WAS AN ARTICLE ON AUTOMOBILE 
PARKING PROBLEMS IN WASHINGTON, D.C.~ WRITTEN BY LT. COL. U.S. GRANT, 
3D. THE EDITOR NOTED THAT, "ALTHOUGH THE PURPOSE OF THE FEDERAL BAR 
JOURNAL (FBJ) IS PRIMARILY CONFINED TO THE CONSIDERATION OF LEGAL 
SUBJECTS, THERE ARE MATTERS OF IMMEDIATE INTEREST IN WASHINGTON 
THAT AFFECT SUCH A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE 
ASSOCIATION THAT OCCASIONALLY IT IS FELT DESIRABLE TO DEVOTE SPACE 
21 
THERETO • • • "-
IT WAS ALSO REPORTED THAT IN 1951, WORK WAS COMMENCED ON THE 
NEW $9,7QU,OOU SUPREME COURT BUILDING AND THE FHA, AT ITS TWELFTH 
ANNUAL BANQUET, HONORED MR. JUSTICE OLIVER WENDALL HOLMES ON THE 
OCCASION OF HIS NINETY-FIRST BIRTHDAY. 
I 
2/ 
1 FED- B.J. 31 (MAR. 1932). 
-. 
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IN ADDITION~ THERE WAS EVEN THEN ARTICLES BY SUCH DISTINGUISHED 
JURIS~S AS THE H~NORABLE LEARNED HAND~ U.S. CIRCUIT JUDGE~ 2ND 
'i 
~. 
CIRCUIT~ AND SU~PRISINGLY WRITINGS ON SUCH TOPICS AS DISARMAMENT 
3/ 4/ 
AND MAINTENANCE OF WORLD PEACE~- PROFESSIONAL ETHICS~- THE CAPPER 
5/ 
FIREARMS BILL -- ITS HELATION TO THE UNIFORM FIREARMS ACT~- ETC· 
ALL THESE TOPICS REMAIN FAIRLY CURRENT TODAY. 
REGRETTABLY~ MOST OF THE HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS 
, 
OF THE FHA CANNOT BE FOUND BUT IT APPEARS THAT JAMES W. WITTEN~ 
THEN THE RANKING ATTORNEY IN THE OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR FOR 
TH E I NTER I OR DEPART'..,ENT ~ fORMED A TEMPORARY ORGAN J ZAT ION IN TH E 
FALL OF 1919~ WHICH WAS ON JANUARY 5~ 1920~ FORMALIZED INTO 
I 
uTHE FEDERAL BAR AssociATION. n WITTEN BECAME THE FIRST PRESIDENT 
OF THIS NEW ORGANIZATION· 
IT TOOK ONLY FIVE YEARS BEFORE THE" MEMBERS OF THE FBA WERE 
TO RECOGNIZE THE INHERENT LEADERSHIP QUALITY OF GEORGE 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES· 
FROM RELIABLE SOURCES IT APPEARS THAT F. CLYDE BAGGARLY (CLASS OF 
1Y04 J NOW DECEASED) WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE FHA IN 1925~ THUS 
MAKING HIM THE THIRD OR FOURTH PRESIDENT OF THE THEN EMBRYONIC 
ORGANIZATION· HIS NAME APPEARS ON THE FIRST CONSTITUTION 
OF THE ASSOCIATION AS PRESIDENT AND IS DATED 1925. 
2/ 1 FED. B.J. 51 (UCT. 1932). 
~/ 1 FED. B.J. 11 (SEPT. 1932). 
2/ 1 FED· B.J. 62 (MAR. 1932). 
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RECORDS SHOW THAT BAGGARLY WAS AN ATTORNEY WITH THE FEDERAL TRADE 
6/ 
COMMISSION AND LATER SERVED ON THE FBA EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.-
I STAND TO Bf CORRECTED· HOWEVER, BASED ON THE LIMITED 
AMOUNT OF RESEARCH THAT 1 HAVE BEEN ABLE TO ACCOMPLISH, THE 
7/ 
AVAILABLE RECORDS REFLECT THAT RALPH G. CORNELL, CLASS OF 1922,-
WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE FBA IN NOVEMBER 1934, AND BECAME 
THE SECOND GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW SCHOOL ALUMNUS TO HEAD THIS ORGANI-
ZATION· HE WAS NO STRANGER TO THE ORGANtZATION FOR HE HAD SERVED 
FROM 1926 TO THE DATE OF SUCH ELECTION AS NATIONAL SECRETARY. DURING 
THAT TIME THE ASSOCIATION DEVELOPED FROM AN OBSCURE GROUP TO ONE 
OF STATlJRE AND PRESTIGE· ~ITS ROLLS~ INCLUDED OFFICIALS OF THE HIGHEST 
RANK IN THE LEGISLATIV~, EXECUTIVE AND JUDICIAL BRANCHES OF THE 
• 
FEDERAL SERVICE- ITS MEMBERS WERE LOCATED NOT ONLY AT THE SEAT 
OF GOVERNMENT, BUT ELSEWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN FOREIGN 
LANDS. IN THIS DEVELOPMENT, MR- CORNELL PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE-
HE EARLY SPONSORED A BROADENED AND MORE SERIOUS PROGRAM OF ACTIVITY 
FOR LAW AND PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT IN OUR UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE 
FIELD, THE FEDERAL SERVICE- HE CONTRIBUTED VAST AMOUNTS OF HIS TIME 
AND ENERGY TO SECURE FOR THE ASSOCIATION A PLACE COMPARABLE WITH 
fil ID. AT 62 (MAR. 1932)· 
71 
- 2 FED- B.J· 99 (Nov. 1934). 
( 
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. THE OTHER LEADING BAR AND LAW ORGANIZATIONS· As ONE OF THE FACTORS 
TO SUCH AN END~ HE ADVOCATED THE JOURNAL} THE PUBLICATION OF 
f WHICH WAS UNDERT~KEN ONLY AS THE RESULT OF HIS UNTIRING EFFORTS 
AND PERSISTENCE· HE WAS WELL KNOWN ON THE COUNCILS OF THE 
ORGANIZATION FOR HIS VISION} HIS SOUND PRACTICAL JUDGMENT AND FOR 
HIS LOYALTY AND ZEAL IN PROMOTING THE ASSOCIATION'S OBJECTIVES. 
IN JUNE 1917} HE WAS APPOINTED HEAD OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE 
DIVISION OF THE ORDINANCE DEPARTMENT OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT 
AT WASHINGTON. HE STUDIED LAW AT GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY} 
RECEIVED THE DEGREE OF LL.B.} WAS A~~ITTED TO THE BAR OF THE 
~ 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA IN OCTOBER~ 1922 1 AND TO THE BAR OF THE 
STATE OF MARYLAND IN NO~EMBERI 1927. HE HAD SERVED IN THE BUREAU OF 
NARCOTICS~ THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE} AND THE GENERAL 
ACCOUNTING UFFICE· WHEN ELECTED} HE WAS ENGAGED AS COUNSEL IN THE 
UFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT. HE 
APPEARED FOR THE GOVERNMENT IN VARIOUS FEDERAL COURTS AND 
PRACTICED QUITE EXTENSIVELY BEFORE THE LOCAL COURTS-
I1ANY OF THE ISSUES THEN HAD TO DO WITH THE STATUS OF FEDERAL 
AGENCIES SUCH AS THE FEDERAL HOME LOAN HANK BOARD} MERCHANT 
MARINE ACTIVITIES} THE NATIONAL LAW LIBRARY AND THE OPERATION 
8/ 
OF POSTAL LAWS. 
WILLIAM E. REESE WAS NEXT- HE WAS THE UNANIMOUS CHOICE 
TO BE THE FIFTEENTH PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION AT 
8/ 2 FED. B.J. 125 (APR- 1935). 
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.9/ 
ITS ANNUAL MEETING HELD IN MAY} 1941. BORN IN WEST VIRGINIA} 
. MR. REESE RECEIVED THE DEGREES OF A.B. AND LL-M. FROM GEORGE 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN 1925 AND 1927} RESPECTIVELY· HE WAS 
A MEMBER OF THE ~XFORD SOCIETY~ THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 
AND WAS A REPORTER DELEGATE TO THE INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCE AT 
HAVANA} CUBA IN MARCH} 1941 WHERE HE PRESENTED A PAPER ON LABOR 
LEGISLATION· REESE AUTHORED VARIOUS ARTICLES IN LEGAL} FRATERNAL 
AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS AND AT THE TIME OF HIS ELEVATION TO THE 
PRESIDENCY OF THE FBA} WAS A SENIOR ATTO~NEY IN THE UFFICE OF THE 
GENERAL COUNSELl GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE. 
MR. KEESE~ AS EDITOR OF THE FEDERAL BAR JOURNAL~ AND A MEMBER 
'\ ~-OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL} CONTRIBUTED UNSTINTINGLY OF HIS PERSONAL 
TIME} ENERGY AND INTEL~ECTUAL RESOURCES TO ADVANCING THE VISION 
AND MANAGEMENT POTENTIAL OF THE GOVERNMENT LAWYER· INDEEDI ONE 
OF HIS MANY PUBLICATIONS HAD TO DO WITH THE} "LEGAL PROFESSION IN 
10/ 
GOVERNMENT}" IN WHICH HE ADVOCATED A PROGRESSIVE AND STRONGER FBA. 
DURING HIS REIGN AS PRESIDENT~ WAR WAS DECLARED AND THERE WAS 
MUCH DISCUSSION ABOUT~ "THE LAWYER IN WAR}""SELECTIVE SERVICE 
IN TOTAL WAR~n "COOPERATION OF LAWYERS IN THE WAR EFFORT / " 
"WAR DEPARTMENT CONTRACTING DURING THE PRESENT EMERGENCY IN THE WAR 
11/ 
EFFORT/"-ETC. 
9/ 
4 FED. B.J. 210 (Nov. 1941). 
lUI 4 FED. tl.J. 255 (Nov. 1941). SEE ALSO 4 FED. B.J. 295 (APR-
194L)1 4 FED· B·J. 226 (Nov. 1941)1 3 FED. B.J. 161 (APR. 
I 93g) • 
11/ THE ARTICLES ALL APPEAR IN 4 FED- B.J. 267 THRU 313 (APR- 1942). 
,-
'. 
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THE SIXTEENTH PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION WAS 
121 
. ROB E RT N E L SON AND E R SON' • - H E \'1 AS B 0 R N I N R 0 AN 0 K E" V I R GIN I A " 
MAY 6" 1899. ANDERSON" THE SON OF THOMAS G." AND LENA STUART 
1 f 
NELSON ANDERSON"iwAS A TRUE NATIVE SON OF VIRGINIA. HIS ANCESTORS 
HAD BEEN ACTIVE IN STATE AFFAIRS FOR MORE THAN 200 YEARS AND HIS 
FAMILY CONNECTIONS INCLUDED SOME OF THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS NAMES IN 
VIRGINIA'S HISTORY" AMONG THEM THE DISTINGUISHED PAYNE AND NELSON 
FAMILIES· 
WHILE MR. ANDERSON" A VIRGINIAN BY BIRTH" HAD SIXTEEN YEARS 
OF RESIDENCE IN LYON VILLAGE" ARLINGTON COUNTY" HIS EDUCATIONAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES WERE LARGELY CENTERED IN THE DISTRICT 
, 
OF COLUMBIA- HE ATTENDED PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN WASHINGTON 
AND WAS GRADUATED FROM ~CKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL" WHERE HE RECEIVED A 
SCHOLARSHIP TO HARVARD UNIVERSITY. ALTHOUGH HE PASSED THE ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATIONS FOR HARVARD AND WAS ENROLLED THERE AS A FRESHMAN" HE 
CHANGED HIS PLANS AND ENTERED THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. WHILE 
ATTENDING COLLEGE THE FIRST WORLD WAR INTERVENED AND MR. ANDERSON 
ENROLLED IN THE STUDENTS ARMY TRAINING CORPS" TRAINING TO BE AN 
ARTILLERY OFFICER· AFTER THE WAR HE CONTINUED HIS ACADEMIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION AT THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIYERSITY" 
RECEIVING THE DEGREE BACHELOR OF ARTS} CUM LAUDE" FROM THAT 
INSTITUTION IN 1921" AND THE BACHELOR OF LAWS DEGREE IN 1923. HE 
WAS ADMITTED TO PRACTICE AT THE VIRGINIA BAR IN 1922 AND THE 
BAR OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA IN 1923. 
12/ 4 FED. B.J. 335 (DEC. 1942). 
, 
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PRESIDENT ANDERSON'S PROFESSIONAL CAREER INCLUDED SERVICE 
BOTH AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GOVERNMENT AND AS A PRIVATE 
PRACTITIONER- Ht SERVED AS SPECIAL ATTORNEY IN THE SOLICITOR'S 
! 
OFFICE OF THE BU~EAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE FROM 1922 TO 1925. 
THEREAFTER, HE ENTERED PRIVATE PRACTICE, CONTINUING THEREIN FIRST 
AS AN ASSOCIATE IN THE FIRM OF HUMPHREYS AND DAY IN HASHINGTON AND 
NEW YORK FROM 1925 TO 1932, AND THEN AS A PARTNER IN THE FIRM OF 
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE AND ANDERSON AT WASHI~GTON FROM 1932 TO 1934, WHEN 
HE WAS APPOINTED SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
OF THE UNITED STATES-
As A LAWYER, MR. ANDERSON ENGAGED IN LITIGATION BOTH VARIED 
AND IMPORTANT IN CHARA~TER AND OFTEN OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE. 
s 
HE ARGUED CASES FOR THE GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 
SlJPREME COURT AND MORE THAN 100 CASES IN THE TEN UNITED STATES 
CIRCUIT COURTS OF ApPEALS AND THE UNITED STATES COURT OF ApPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-. IN ADDITION, HE WAS ON THE 
SUPERVISORY STAFF OF THE TAX DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
AND AFTER 1934 REVIEWED THE GOVERNMENT'S DEFENSE OF ALL FEDERAL 
TAX CASES IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS- PERHAPS THE 
MOST CELEBRATED CASES IN WHICH HE REPRESENTED THE GOVERNMENT 
ARE UNITED STATES V· BUTLER, INVOLVING THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF 
THE AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT AND THE VALIDITY OF A BILLION 
AND A HALF DOLLARS OF PROCESSING AND FLOOR STOCK TAXES, AND 
UNITED STATES V. QUERY , WHICH DECIDED THE CONSTITUTIONALITY 
. " 
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13/ 
OF THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS ACT- HE HAD CHARGE OF THE 
BUT L E R LIT I GAT ION JAN D T R lED THE CAS E I NTH E UN I TED S TAT E SOl S T R I'C T 
COURT IN MASSACHrSETTS- HE ARGUED THE APPEAL BEFORE THE CIRCUIT 
COURT OF ApPEALS~ FOR THE FIRST C I RCU IT J AND .APPEARED ON THE 
BRIEF IN THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT-
MR- ANDERSON WAS A CIVIC-MINDED AND PUBLIC-SPIRITED CITIZEN 
WHO FREELY DEVOTED HIS TIME AND TALENTS FOR THE BENEFIT AND 
UPBUILDING OF COMMUNITY AND STATE AND A ~EADER IN VARIOUS MOVE-
MENTS OF FAR-REACHING EFFECT AND OF NOTABLY BENEFICIAL RESULTS-
As A M~MBER OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION} MR- ANDERSON 
HAS RENDERED YEOMAN SERVI€E. DURING THE PERIODS 1934-1935} 
AND 1939-1942} HE WAS A/MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION'S EXECUTIVE 
• 
COUNCIL AND SERVED ON THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF THE JOURNAL FOR 
THE YEARS 1934 TO 1940} INCLUSIVE· IN ADDITION} HE SERVED AS 
CHAIRMAN OF VARIOUS COMMITTEES AND AS FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE 
ASSOCIATION} 1941-1942. HE WAS A MEMBER OF THE VIRGINIA STATE 
BAR} THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BAR ASSOCIATION} AND THE AMERICAN 
BAR ASSOCIATION-
FROM THE TIME OF ITS INCEPTION THE FBA HAS ALWAYS CHAMPIONED 
THE RIGHTS OF ITS ~\EMBERSHIP TO EQUAL TREATMENT UNDER THE VARIOUS 
LAWS OF FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS· THUS} THE ASSOCIATION 
MADE STRONG RECOMMENDATIONS IN MARCH 1942 TO THE D.C. BAR 
CONCERNING ITS "RECIPROCITY" RULE FOR ADMISSIONS TO THE 
13/ 
- i~Y FATHE R WAS AN EN ROLLEE IN TH I S PROGRAM-
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. DISTRICT BAR- IT WAS A TIMELY AND EFFECTIVE STATEMENT OF SOME OF THE 
MORE IMPORTANT R~ASONS WHY THE PROPOSED RULE GOVERNING ADMISSIONS 
t 
¥ 
TO THE BAR SHOULb NOT BE AMENDED· 
IN PROPOSING FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE COURT AND BAR A SUB-
STITUTE AMENDMENT TO SAID RULE~ UNDER PRESIDENT ANDERSON'S LEADER-
SHIP , THE ASSOCIATION LAID PARTICULAR EMPHASIS UPON THE UNDESIRABILITY 
OF A DISTINCTION BETWEEN LAWYERS OUTSIDE JHE GOVERNMENT AND THOSE 
, 
PERFORMING SERVICE WITHIN THE GOVERNMENT~ BASED UPON THE PRIVATE OR 
PUBLIC CHARACTER OF THEIR CLIENTS· MANY LAWYERS IN PRIVATE PRACTICE 
AS WELL AS IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE MUST BE SPECIALLY TRAINED IN PARTI-, 
CULAR FIELDS OF LAW~ IN ADDITION TO THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE GENERAL 
~ 
FIELD OF LAW. IN VIEW OF THE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE 
LAW AND THE EVER-GROWING NECESSITY FOR HAVING IT ADMINISTERED IN THE 
MOST INTELLIGENT MANNER~ IT WAS VIEWED AS ESSENTIAL THAT SOME OF THE 
MOST ABLE LEGAL TALENT AVAILABLE BE UTILIZED IN THIS FIELD OF LAW 
BY FEDERAL, STATE, AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS- THUS, IF A LAWYER 
ELECTED TO SERVE THE GENERAL PUBLIC AS HIS CLIENTS~ THROUGH ANY OF 
SUCH GOVERNMENTS, RATHER THAN TO SERVE INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS~ SUCH AN 
ELECTION SHOULD NOT OPERATE TO PLACE HIM IN A CATEGORY FAR REMOVED 
FROM THE LAWYERS WHO WERE SERVING INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS. ApPARENTLY~ 
PRESIDENT ANDERSON OPINED THAT THE RESPONSIBILITIES AND ADVANTAGES 
GWU ALUMNI BKEAKFAST - 12 
ACCRUING TO THE PROFESSION SHOULD BE SHARED AS NEARLY ALIKE AS 
POSSIBLE J WITHOUT REGARD TO THE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE CHARACTER OF THE 
LAWYER'S CLIENT.' IN VIEW OF THE POSSIBILITY THAT ANY RULE PROMUL-
~ 
GATED IN D·C· MIGHT BE REGARDED AS A PRECEDENT FOR OTHER JURISDIC-
TIONS J IT WAS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT THE PROBLEM BE CAREFULLY 
WEIGHED IN THE LIGHT OF THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE PUBLIC AND OF THE 
14/ 
PROFESSION AS A WHOLE· 
DURING THIS PARTICULAR TIME IN THE HtSTORY OF THE ORGANIZATION 
THERE WAS ALSO TALK ABOUT DEVELOPING AN IN-SERVICE TRAINING 
PROGRAM FOR GOVERNMENT ATTORNEYS· 
PRESIDENT KOBERT ANDE~SON SPOKE" ON SEVERAL INFORMATIVE SUBJECTS J 
SUCH AS J "THE TIMES AR~ A CHALLENGE TO BENCH AND BAR. 
• 
.12/ 
HE ALSO WROTE 
16/ 
ABO U T J 'I THE RES PO N SIB I LIT Y 0 F THE LAW Y E R S 0 F THE AM E RIC AS J ,,-
17/ 
"A PUBLICATION OF GREAT SIGNIFICANCE:" "DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MATTER 
18/ 19/ 
OF AN INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION-:-" "TAXATION AS A TRADE BARR I ER:"II 
20/ 
AND "TRENDS IN MATTERS INVOLVING GOVERNMENT IMMUNITY." 
14/ 
--4 FED. B.J. 305 (APR. 1942). 
15/ 
-- '10. AT 383 (DEC. 1942). 
16/ 
5 FED. B.J· 14 (MAY 1943). 
11/ 
ID. AT 83 (DEC. 1943). 
18/ 
6 FED. H.J. lti5 (JAN. 1945). 
,19/ 
4 FED. B.J. 17 (APR. 1940). 
20/ 3 FED- B.J· 153 (APR. 1938). 
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, IN 1943 1 THE FBA SELECTED MARGUERITE RAWALT AS ITS FIRST 
FEMALE PRESIDENT! SHE WAS DESCRIBED AS - uTHE WITTY} GRACIOUS 
J 211 
AND CAPABLE MARGtiERITE RAWALT."-- MISS RAWALT WAS ACQUAINTED 
WITH THE MEMBERS AND FAMILIAR WITH THE WORK AND FUNCTIONING OF THE 
FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION IN WHICH SHE HAD BEEN ACTIVE SINCE 1934} 
HAVING HELD SUCCESSIVELY THE OFFICES OF THIRD} SECOND} AND FIRST VICE 
PRESIDENT· IN ADDITION} Ms. RAWALT SERV~P ON THE GOVERNING BODY OF 
f 
THE ASSOCIATION} THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL, AND ON NUMEROUS COMMITTEES IN-
CLUDING THE TAXATION COMMITTEE} THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON "RECIPROCITY" 
RULE FOR ADMISSION TO THE~DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BARI AND THE COMMITTEE 
ON CHAPTER ACTIVITIES. ASSOCIATION MEMBERS COMMENDED HER EASY 
~ 
• AND ABLE MANNER OF PRESIDING AT DINNER AND LUNCHEON GATHERINGS} AND 
HER EXECUTIVE ABILITY IN CONDUCTING THE AFFAIRS OF THE ASSOCIATION 
AND ENLISTING THE ACTIVITIES OF A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE MEMBERSHIP. 
MISS RAWALT WAS SPECIAL ATTORNEY IN THE ApPEALS DIVISION OF 
THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COUNSEL OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL 
HEVENUE. SHE REPRESENTED THE GOVERNMENT IN THE TRIAL OF INCOME} 
ESTATE AND GIFT TAX CASES IN STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS} AND 
WAS ON THE WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS STAFF WHICH REVIEWED AND 
COORDINATED THE WORK DONE IN THE VARIOUS REGIONAL OR DIVISION 
III 5 FED. B.J. 67 (DEC. 1942). 
, 
I 
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~ 
COUNSEL OFFICES THROU~HOUT THE COUNTRY· HER BUSINESS AND PRO-
FESSIONAL EXPERIENCE HAD BEEN EXTENSIVE AND VARIED· 
MISS RAWALT ~ERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF WdMEN LAWYERS DURING THE YEAR 1942-1943. SHE WAS THE FIRST 
WOMAN TO BE SEATED AS A DELEGATE IN THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES OF THE 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION WHEN~ IN MARCH~ 1943~ THE NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF WOMEN LAWYERS J UNDER HER LEADERSHIP~ QUALIFIED FOR REPRESEN-
TATION AND SELECTED HER AS ITS FIRST DELEGATE· HER TERM OF OFFICE 
AS PRESIDENT OF THAT ORGANIZATION HAD NOT YET EXPIRED WHEN SHE WAS 
ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION. FOR A TIME SHE HELD 
BOTH OFFICES CONCURRENTL~. SHE SERVED AS A MEMBER OF SEVERAL COMMIT-
TEES IN THE AMERICAN B~R ASSOCIATION~ IN THE TAX' SECTION~ THE INTERNA-
• 
TIONAl AND COMPARATIVE LAW SECTION~ AND ON THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON 
FACILITIES OF THE LAW LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. SHE PARTICIPATED IN THE 
PROGRAM OF THE INTER-A~1ERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AT ITS FIRST CONFERENCE 
IN HAVANA} CUBA J IN MARCH 1941- SHE IS A MEMBER OF THE BARS OF THE 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA~ TEXAS~ AND THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT; 
MEMBER OF KAPPA BETA PI LEGAL SORORITY~ AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY~ 
AND OF THE MAR ASSOCIATIONS OF TEXAS AND THE UISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
IN ADDITION TO OTHERS· SHE DELIVERED ADDRESSES 'ON FEDERAL TAXATION 
AT THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY (AS GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW SCHOOL WAS PRE-
VIOUSLY NAMED) TAX ClINIC~ AND BEFORE THE WOMENS BAR ASSOCIATION OF 
BALTIMORE- SHE WAS GUEST SPEAKER BEFORE THE GENERAL SESSION OF THE 
1943 CONVENTION OF THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS AND WAS ONCE DESCRIBED 
BY THE TEXAS BAR JOURNAL AS "WOMAN OF THE YEAR--CAREERIST~ WIFE 
AND SPORTSWOMAN." 
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MISS RAWALT CAME TO WASHINGTON TO COMBINE THE STUDY OF LAW 
WITH HER SECRETARIAL WORK· SHE ENTERED GEORGE WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY FROM &HICH SHE WAS GRADUATED WITH THE DEGREES OF 
~ 
A.B· I LL.B· 1 IN 1933; AND LL.M· 1 IN 19~6. SHE SERVED AS STUDENT 
EDITOR ON THE GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW REVIEW 1 AND UPON GRADUATION WAS 
ELECTED TO THE ORDER OF THE COIF. 
THIS VERSATILE WOMAN BROUGHT TO THE PRESIDENCY AN ENERGY 
AND FRESHNESS OF VIEWPOINT WHICH STIMULATED AND ENLARGED 
INTEREST IN THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ASSOCIATION· HER ALERT FRIENDLY 
MANNER AND 'PATENTLY SINCERE DESIRE TO ADVANCE THE USEFULNESS AND 
4-
PRESTIGE OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION BROUGHT REWARDS IN 
INC REA SED ,.., EM B E R S HIP A fit INC REA SED ACT I V I T Y FOR A G REA T E R 
PROPORTION OF THE MEMBERSHIP·, -ONE OF THE ARTICLES SHE PUBLISHED 
221 
WAS CAPT I ONED.I "How OUR FEDERAL TAX LAWS GROW ."- \~E ALL KNOW 
HOW RELEVANT THAT SUBJECT IS EVEN TODAY· 
r10RE RECENTLY} MISS RAWALT WAS APPELLATE COUNSEL IN 
THE PRECEDENT SETTING CASES UPHOLDING APPLICATION OF TITLE 
VII TO BAN SEX DISCRIMINATION (WEEKS V· SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE 
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY AND OTHERS). 
THE MARGUERITE RAWALT RESOURCE CENTER OF THE BUSINESS AND 
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S FOUNDATION WAS DEDICATED IN WASHINGTON IN 
22/ 
5 FED. B.J. 86 (DEC· 1943) 
, 
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1./ HONOR JANUARY~ 1980 n OF ITS FOUNDER AND FIRST PRESIDENT· THE 
FOUNDATION WAS ESTABLISHED IN FEBRUARY/ 1956 BY ACTION OF THE 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUBS} 
DURING THE TERM OF MARGUERITE RAWALT AS PRESIDENT} AND WAS 
HEADLINED AS THE FIRST TAX EXEMPT FOUNDAT.ION OF ITS KIND SET 
f 
UP BY A NATIONAL WOMEN'S GROUP. 
DURING THE QUARTER CENTURY OF ITS OPERATION} THE FOUNDATION 
C EN T E R HAS A C QUI RED A NAT ,ION ALL Y R E COG N I ZED LIB R A RY AND R E COR D S 
CENTER AT 2012 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE} N.W· I WASHINGTON} U.C.} 
! 
DEVOTED TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF WORKING WOMEN. IT HAS PUBLISHED 
RESEARCH'BULLETINS AND HAS AWARDED EXTENSIVE GRANT SCHOLARSHIPS 
TO ENCOURAGE THE ADVANCEMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN· THE FOUNDATION IS A MAJOR PROJECT OF THE OFFICERS AND 
THE THOUSANDS OF MEMBERS OF THE FEDERATION WHO CONTRIBUTE 
ANNUALLY TO ITS OPERATION· GIFTS AND GRANTS FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES 
SUPPORT EXTENSIVE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES ADMINISTERED BY A SKILLED 
RESOURCE CENTER STAFF· 
THE BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB OF THE DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA ALSO PLAN TO PUBLISH A BOOK ON THE LIFE OF MARGUERITE 
RAWALT. I CANNOT SAY TOO MUCH ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS LAW 
GRADUATE TO OUR SOCIETY AS A WHOLE· 
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THE NEXT COLLEAGUE TO TAKE OVER THE HELM OF THE FBA IN 1953, 
WAS WILLIAM LEI~ ELLIS~ WHO HAD LONG BEEN ACTIVE IN THE 
, 
AFFAIRS OF THE ORGANIZATION BY WRITING A GREAT MANY ARTICLES 
23/ 
ON ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND PROCEDURE." --MR. ELLIS RECEIVED HIS 
LL.H. FROM THE GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW SCHOOL IN 1933 AND LL.M. 
DEGREE IN 1936. HE SERVED ON THE LAW SCHOOL FACULTY FOR SEVERAL 
YEARS· DURING THE PRESIDENCY OF MR. ELLI~, MOST OF THE WRITTEN 
. 
MATERIAL IN THE JOURNAL HAD TO DO WITH THE ARMY, DEFENSE, MILITARY 
24/ 
MOBILIZATION CONTROL AND MOBILIZATION BASE PLANNING· HE WAS 
AT ONE TIME A HEARING EX~INER FOR THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION. 
25/ 
IN 1965, MARSHALL GARDNER BECAME PRESIDENT OF THE FBA. 
I 
HE HOLDS A B.S.-1943, M.S.-1950, AND A J.D.-1955, FROM GEORGE 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. IMMEDIATELY ON TAKING OFFICE, HE 
EXPRESSED CONCERN ABOUT HAVING STRONG LEADERSHIP IN THE 
APPROXIMATELY 80 DIFFERENT COMMITTEES, A GREATER PARTICIPATION 
IN THE WORK OF THE VARIOUS COMMITTEES AND MANAGEMENT OF THE 
ASSOCIATION BY LOCAL CHAPTERS· IN AN EFFORT TO STRENGTHEN 
I 
5 FED. B.J. 1U7, 151 (MAy-DEC. 1943). ALSO SEE, 6 FED. H.J. 218 
(UEC. 1943). 
SEE 13 FED. B.J. (SEPT.-DEC. 1952; APR.-JuN.19S3 ISSUES). 
THE RECORDED ACTIVITIES DURING HIS PRESIDENCY MAY BE FOUND 
IN VOlS. 12-13 FEDERAL BAR NEWS (OCT. 1965-SEPT. 1966). 
, 
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THE COMMITTEES HE CHARGED EACH TO MEET "THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM 
GOALS": I. ~ 
r 
To INITIATE A RESEARCH~ LEGISLATIVE OR SURVEY 1· 
PROJECT THAT WILL CULMINATE IN A COMMITTEE REPORT. 
2. To PLAN AND CONDUCT ONE PROGRAM MEETING IN EACH OF 
THE FIRST THREE QUARTERS OF THE 1965-1966 YEAR. 
AT LEAST ONE OF THESE MEETINGS TO BE HELD IN A 
t 
CITY OTHER THAN THE CHAIRMAN'S RESIDENCE· 
3. To PLAN AND CONDUCT AN OUTSTANDING PROGRAM 
AT THE ANNUAL CONVENTION· 
~ 
GARDNER IMPLEMENTED TH1 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FIRST FULL-TIME 
• 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR. HE ALSO IS~YED A POSITION STATEMENT ON 
PROPOSED QUALIFICATION STANDARDS FOR TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS 
RECOMMENDING THE GREATER VALUE OF AN LL.B. DEGREE~ AND FIIRTHER 
COMMENTED ON SALARY SCALES FOR ATTORNEYS. 
ONE OF THE BUSIEST GROUPS DURING THE SUMMER OF HIS ADMINISTRATION 
WAS THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL AND YOUNGER LAWYERS 
WHICH PLANNED AND COMPLETED AN ACTIVE PROGRAM FOR SOME 300 
SUMMER LAW CLERKS WORKING IN 28 FEDERAL AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS 
IN WASHINGTON- UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF SMALL BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL COUNSEL PHILIP F. ZEIDMAN~ THERE WERE TWO 
PANEL SEMINARS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE STUDENTS TO ATTEND 
.. 
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AN ORAL ARGUMENT HELD BY THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS HOARD AND AN ACTUAL 
CRIMINAL TRIAL· THE THEME WAS} nTHE GOVERNMENT LAWYER--PAST} 
PRESENT AND FUTqRE. n GARDNER SAID I n~E ARE PROUD OF THE ROLE THAT 
• 
OUR ASSOCIATION'HAS PLAYED IN GIVING THESE STUDENTS A COMPREHENSIVE 
26/ 
VIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE GOVERNMENT LAWYER. n--
MR. GARDNER HAS BEEN THE NATIONAL COMMANDER OF THE AMERICAN 
LEGION} A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR "MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS 
AND HAS SERVED AS TREASURER TO THE ASSOCIATION LONGER THAN ANY OTHER 
MEMBER--A POST HE HOLDS TODAY. HE HAS SERVED ON THE BOARD OF THE 
FEDERAL BAR FOUNDATION AND THE NATIONAL LAWYERS CLUB. HE HAS SUPPORTED 
AND HAS BEEN ACTIVE IN THE GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
FOR YEARS· HE IS THE ~RRENT PRESIDENT OF THE LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 
• 27/ 
JAMES Mcl· HENDERSON}-- J·U· 1938} WAS ELECTED TO THE PRESIDENCY 
OF THE FHA IN 1967. IN FEBRUARY 1965} HE WROTE AN ARTICLE ON THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES. IN 1966 
HE CO-AUTHORED AN ARTICLE WITH WILLIAM H. HENDERSON ON THE SUBJECT 
28/ 
OF} nWILL A ZAIBATSU CONTROL OUR ECONOMy?n-- HE WAS GENERAL COUNSEL 
OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION} FORMER MEMBER OF THE STATE-WAR-NAVY 
~I 
UI 
28/ 
13 FED. HAR NEWS (SEPT. 1966). 
MOST OF THE RECORDED ACTIVITIES DURING HIS PRESIDENCY MAY BE FOUND " 
IN VOlS· 14 AND IS} FED. BAR NEWS (OCT. 1967-SEPT. 1968). 
26 FED. B.J. 187 (SUMMER 1966)} 
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ECONOMIC MISSION TO JAPAN} HEAD OF THE ANTI-TRUST AND CORTELS 
DIVISION} SUPREM, COMMANDER ALLIED POWERS (SeAP)} TOKYO} JAPAN. 
~ 
UNDER HIS DIRECTION A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT PROPOSALS TO 
AMEND THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION CONSTITUTION WERE MADE· THE 
COUNCIL ON YOUNGER LAWYERS SPONSORED A GROUP CEREMONY ON 
ADMISSION TO THE U.S. SUPREME COURT. HE FOUGHT TO KEEP NON-
LAWYERS FROM BECOMING ESTATE TAX EXAMINERS} AND SPONSORED THE 
FHA BLOOD BANK AND GAVE SUPPORT TO PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON'S 
PROPOSAL TO SET UP AN OFFICE OF CONSUMER COUNSEL. 
29/ 
CYRIL F. BRICKFIELD--~GRADUATED··FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON WITH 
AN M·S. AND LL.M· DEGR~S IN 1953} AND THE S.J.D. DEGREE IN 1957 • 
• 
HE WAS SELECTED AS PRESIDENT OF. THE FBA IN 1968. HE WAS FORMERLY 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR} VETERANS ADMINISTRATIONj GENERAL COUNSEL} 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION; AND COUNSEL TO THE HOUSE JUDICIARY 
COMMITTEE. 
HE WAS AT ONE TIME NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN WHICH RESULTED IN 
AN INCREASE OF 391 NEW MEMBERS DURING A THREE MONTH PERIOD FROM 
OCTOBER THROUGH DECEMBER 1967 1 WHICH RAISED THE TOTAL MEMBERSHIP 
I 
30/ 
NUMBER TO 13}351.-- FOR THE 'BETTERMENT OF FEDERAL LAWYERS I HE 
SPONSORED A PUBLIC LAW CONFERENCE. 
i9/ MOST OF THE RECORDED ACTIVITIES DURING HIS PRESIDENCY MAY 
BE FOUND IN VOlS. 15 AND 16 1 FED· BAR NEWS (UCT. 1968-SEPT. 1969). 3U/ 
15 FED. BAR NEWS 3 (JAN. 1968). SEE ALSO SKETCH, BY CYRIL F. 
BRICKFIElD ON CONGR. EMANUEL CELLAR 12 FED BAR NEWS 72 (MAR. 1965). 
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WILLIAM "GRADY" MALONE EARNED HIS LL.B. FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON 
IN 1952. HE WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION AT 
· i 
ITS ANNUAL CONVE~TION IN SEPTEMBER 1978. HE COMMENCED IMMEDIATELY 
TO CONCERN HIMSELF WITH THE CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (CLE) 
OF THE FEDERAL BAR· Two MAJOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE CONFERENCES WERE 
CONDUCTED DURING HIS TERM AS PRESIDENT. HE WITNESSED AN INCREASE 
IN BOTH THE QUALITY AND QUANTITIES OF SUBSTANTIVE LAW NEWSLETTERS. 
# 
i 
THERE WERE OVER THIRTY CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS SPONSORED OR CO-
SPONSORED BY THE FBA~ DUE IN PART TO THE INCREASED ACTIVITIES OF THE 
COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES· 
I AM THE LATEST PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
I 321 
GRADUATED FROM THE GEO~GE WASHINGTON LAW SCHOOL--. IN 1975~ I 
321 
THE SCOPE OF THE ACTIVITY OF HIS TERM AND HIS PRESIDENT'S 
MESSAGES ARE CONTAINED IN VOlS. 25 AND 26 1 FED. BAR NEWS (OCT. 1978-SEPT. 1979). 
PRESIDENT SMITH RECEIVED HIS B.A. IN 1964) FROM CREIGHTON 
UNIVERSITY IN OMAHA~ NEBRASKA I WHERE HE WAS BORN IN 1942; THE J.D. DEGREE IN 1967~ FROM THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW 
IN WASHINGTON I D-C- I AND THE LL-M. AND S.J.D. DEGREES FROM THE 
GEORGE WASHINGTON NATIONAL LAW CENTER IN 1970) AND 1977) RESPEC-
TIVELY· ARTICLES AND REFERENCES TO PRESIDENT SMITH APPEAR IN 
THE SEVERAL VOLUMES OF THE FEDERAL BAR NEWS AND THE FEDERAL BAR 
JOURNAL BETWEEN 1971-PRESENT. HE WILL SERVE A TWO YEAR TERM AS 
THE FHA's DELEGATE TO THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION} HOUSE OF 
DELEGATES) 1981-1983. CURRENTLY) HE SERVES AS ACTING CHAIRMAN 
OF THE U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT UPPORTUNITY COMMISSION BY DESIGNA-
TION OF PRESIDENT KONALD REAGAN. HE WAS APPOINTED TO THE EEOC 
BY PRESIDENT JIMMY Ci~RTER IN 1977) FOR AN UNEXPIRED TERM OF FOUR 
YEARS· FROM 1978-1980~ HE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE WASHINGTON 
HAR ASSOCIATION WHILE SERVING AS A MEMBER OF THE £XECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE OF THE FHA. 
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BECAME THE FIRST AFRO-AMERICAN TO BE ELECTED TO THE EXECUTIVE 
. COMMITTEE. I AM PROUn TO HAVE SERVED THE ASSOCIATION AS A 
NATIONAL OFFICER FOR THESE PAST FIVE YEARS~ AND AS A MEMBER OF 
; 
I 
j2/cONT'D 
HE HAS HELD MANY POSITIONS IN THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION: 
1974-MANAGING EDITOR OF THE FEDERAL BAR JOURNAL} VOLS. 32/4 AND 
33/1 (SERVED ON EDITORIAL HOARD FROM 1973-1977); 1974-1975-CHAIRMAN 
OF THE TORTS CLAIMS COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL .ON FEDERAL LAW} 
PRACTICE AND AGENCIES AND CURRENTLY~ THE VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE 
COUNCIL; 1974-GENERAL CONVENTION CHAIRMAN HELD IN WASHINGTON~ n.c.; 
1975-ELECTED AS NATIONAL OFFICER AS ALTERNATE DELEGATE TO THE 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION; COORDINATOR TO \'ORlD PEACE THROUGH LAW 
CONFERENCE; COORDINATOR OF BICENTENNIAL ACTIVITIES; 1976-NATIONAL 
RECORDING SECRETARY (TWO TERMS); 1975 TO PRESENT} MEMBER OF THE 
NATIONAL COUNCIL; NATIONAL COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE COORDINATOR 
(2 YEARS); 1974-1976-VICE CHAIRMAN/_RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE; 
1978-ELECTED FIRST VICE P~ESIDENT; 1979 ELECTED PRESIDENT-ELECT; 
1980-PRESIDENT; 19S1-1983-UELEGATE TO ABA. 
IN ADDITION} IN 1917} DR· SMITH SERVED ON THE CONTINUING LEGAL 
EDUCATION BOARD AND THE FUTURE_EvALUATION AND PLANNING COMMI~TEE· 
HE SERVED AS A MEMBER OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE FROM 1975-1980 BECOM-
ING CHAIRMAN OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE FROM 1979-19S0~ AND NATIONAL 
MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN IN 1978. 
IN 1975} DR. SMITH GAVE A SPEECH ENTITLED~ nON THE FEDERAL HAR 
ASSOCIATION H WHICH SENATOR ROMAN HRUSKA PLACED IN VOL. 121} PART 26} 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 33954} 94TH CONG.} 1ST SESS. (OCTOBER'28~ 1975). 
HE CO-AUTHORED AN ARTICLE ON THE PROPOSED FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE~ )2 FED. B.J. 21U (1973) AND ANOTHER ARTICLE ON THE fRE WHICH APPEARED 
IN 53 FED. H.J· 44 (1974). AN ARTICLE ON THE MILITARY JUDGE APPEARED 
IN 3~ FED. b·J. 64 (1975) AND HIS CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMQNY ON THE 
FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS STATUTE PROPOSED REVISIONS WAS PUBLISHED IN 
j4 FED. H·J. 79 (1975). HIS SPEECH BEFORE THE ASSOCIATION ON 
THE AWARD OF ATTORNEYS FEES IN TITLE VII LITIGATION APPEARED AT 28 
FED. H. NEWS 69 (1978) AND ON WORLD PEACE THROUGH LAW IN 22 FED. 
H. NEWS 242 (1975)1 AND AN ARTICLE ON TRIAL ADVOCACY IN 22 FED- B. 
NEWS 534 (1975). 
IN 1973) DR. SMITH RECEIVED THE FHA OUTSTANDING CHAIRMAN AWARD 
AND IN 1974 AND 1975 HE RECEIVED THE FBA DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
AS CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL IN FEDERAL LAW} PRACTICE AND AGENCIES. 
IN 1981 HE RECEIVED THE OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS AWARD IN LAW AND SOCIAL 
REFORM FROM THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY BY VOTE OF THE HOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
, HE IS A MEMBER OF THE IJISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND NEBRASKA BAR 
ASSOCIATIONS. A NATIVE OF OMAHA} NEBRASKA~ HE WAS BORN ON APRIL 
15} 1942 AND} TO DATE} IS THE YOUNGEST PRESIDENT IN FBA HISTORY 
AT 38. SEE WHO'S WHO AMONG BLACK AMERICANS (lST~ 2ND AND 3RD 
EDITIONS) NORTHBROOK} ILL· 1975~ 1977~ 1980). 
, 
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE LAST TEN YEARS· I WILL CONTINUE TO SERVE 
THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS AS ITS DELEGATE TO THE 
A~1ERICAN BAR AS~OCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES. To BE PRESIDENT OF 
~ 
THE FBA IS A LABOR OF LOVE· THE ROAD TO THE PRESIDENCY HAS BEEN 
LONG AND HARD· HOWEVER~ FOR ME THE REWARD HAS BEEN A FEELING 
THAT THIS PROFESSIONAL VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY HAS ENHANCED THE LEGAL 
PROFESSION· I WILL CONTINU'E TO URGE THE YOUNGER LAWYER TO GIVE A 
PART OF THEIR TIME TO BAR ASSOCIATION WORK. IN ADDITION, THE FEDERAL 
LAWYERS MUST NOT BE SO FIXED TO THEIR DESKS AS TO FORGET HIS/HER OBLI-
GATION TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION· MANY GRADUATES OF THE GEORGE 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LA~, WHO HAVE HELD SIGNIFICANT 
GOVERNMENT POSITIONS, ~RE MODELS TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION BECAUSE OF 
• 
THEIR SUSTAINED COMMITMENT TO BAR ASSOCIATION WORK· THE FEDERAL 
BAR ASSOCIATION AND THE LAW SCHOOL CAN TAKE SPECIAL PRIDE IN OUR 
LONG ASSOCIATION· THE GRADUATES OF THE LAW SCHOOL~ WHO HAVE 
GIVEN SO MUCH OF THEIR TIME TO THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION ARE TO 
BE COMMENDED FOR CARRYING THE BANNER OF THE GEORGE WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL'OF LAW INTO THE BROADER LEGAL COMMUNITY· 
I AGREE WITH WILLIAM C.VAN VLECK~ DEAN OF THE GEORGE 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSiTY SCHOOL OF LAW IN 1937 WHO BELIEVED THAT 
THERE SHOULD BE A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LAW SCHOOL AND 
33/ 
THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION.--
33/ 3 FED. B.J. 309 (1937). 
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WHILE THE LAW SCHOOL/S CONTRIBUTION TO THE FEDERAL BAR 
ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN SUBSTANTIAL 1 AND WE SHOULD RIGHTFULLY FEEL 
PROUD; NEVERTHELESS} I AM SURE THAT EACH OF US IN OUR OWN IN-
f DIVIDUAL WAYS W~LL CONTINUE TO PURSUE HIGHER GOALS AND ACHIEVE-
MENTS IN OUR ENDLESS DESIRE TO SERVE THE NATION AND MANKIND 
THROUGH THE FAIR APPLICATION OF THE RULE OF LAW. 
/ 
ApPENDIXES A-C ATTACHED 
J. CLAY SMITH 1 JR-
NATIONAL PRESIDENT 
LL.M - 1970 
SJD - 1977 
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! 
GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW SCHOOL ~RADUATES 
WHO HAVE SERVED AS PRESIDENTS OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
,. 
, 
!J AI;lE FHA-PRESIDENCY GW 
F. CLYDE BAGGARLY 1925-26 LL.B. 1904 
RALPH G. CORNELL 1934~35 LL.B. 1922 
WILLIAM E. REESE I 1941-42 A.B. 1925 
• LL·M. 1927 
ROBERT N. ANDERSON 1942-43 R.A. 1921 LL.B. 1923 
MARGUERITE RAwAlT 1943-44 A.B. 1933 J.D. 1933 
LL.r~. 1936 
WILLIAM L· ELLIS 1952-53 LL·B. 1933 LL .f1. 1936 
MARSHALL GARDNER 1965-66 B.S. 1943 
Il1. S • 1950 
J.ll. 1955 
JAMES Mel HENDERSON 1967-68 J.D. 1938 
CYRIL F. BRleKFIELD 1968-69 LL. r·1. 1953 
S.J.D. 1957 
WILLIAM G. MALONE 1978-79 LL·B. 1952 
J. CLAY SMITH, JR. 1980-81 LL. r1. 1970 S·J.D· 1977 
I 
APPENDIX B 
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SOME OF THE MANY GWU LAW ALUMNI WHO HAVE BEEN ACTIVE IN THE 
FEDERAL BAR ASSOflATION ACCORDING TO INFORMATION PROVIDED ME BY 
PAST FHA PHESIUE~T MARSHALL GARDNER VIA TELECON, AUGUST 27 1981· 
LARRY H. CARUS..Q. 
HAS BEEN CHAIRMAN OF THE CONTRACTS COMMtTTEE; 
ACTIVE IN CONFERENCES WITH FOR THE tiNA 
JOHN H. EARLE 
COr1MITTEE CHAIRMAN; IS A'tJD HAS BEE~N A MEr1BER 
OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR MANY YEARS 
I 
.. 
HENRY EIGlES 
ACTIVE IN BALTIMORE CHAPTER; MEMBER OF NATIONAL 
COUNCIL 
PAUL FLAHER.I.L 
MEMBER OF ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE FOR MANY YEARS 
CAROLYN H. JUST 
DEGREE(S) 
J.D., 1949 
J.D., 1960 
J.D. 1927 
FORME~ AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE TAX DIVISION, LLM, 1940 
DEPT· OF'JUSTICE; MEMBER OF TAX COMMITTEE , FBA 
SADYE JANE UAVIS HA, 19L47 
LLBJ 1949 
ACTIVE IN D.C. CHAPTER 
HOBERT J. ROSENTHAL 
ACTIVE IN LABOR COUNCIL; SERVED AS CHAIRMAN OF 
, SEVERAL COMMITTEES IN THE COUNCIL; AND AS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL; ACTIVE IN CONFERENCE 
WITH BNA 
J.D., 1957 
I • 
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JAMES K. SCARBOROUGH 
WAS NATIONAL CO'NCll MEMBER FOR MANY YEARS 
~ 
~ANNAH TAFFET 
LONG ACTIVE IN D.C· CHAPTER; PRESENTLY AN 
OFFICER 
FRANK H. WEITZEL 
.. 
Ass I STANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL FOR THE U:S.; 
FORMER NATIONAL OFFICER, FHA 
.EDWIN YOURMAN 
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN FOR MANY YEARS; ACTIVE 
IN BNA CONFERENCES ! 
JUSTINUS GOULD 
FORMERLY GENERAL COUNSELl SMALL BUSINESS 
COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS; ACTIVE AND A OFFICER 
OF THE CAPITOL HILL CHAPTER 
PAUL R. DEt-'B~ 
NATIONAL OFFICER; FORMERLY GENERAL COUNSEL 
OF L~NERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE AND NASA 
HILL I AM 11uNVES 
CHAIRMAN, CONTRACTS COMMITTEE; ACTIVE IN BNA 
COrJFERENCES 
GUNTER VON CONRAD 
SERVED AS CHAIRMAN OF SEVERAL COMMITTEES 
I 
BA~ 1949 
JD., 1951 
AA., 1947 
SAl 1949 
AA, 1931 
LLB, 1935 
LLM, 1947 
S.J.D J 1934 
JD , 1951 
LLi'1, 1950 
1"1CA 1 1965 
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. B RIG AJli.E R G ENE R A L (R E T .) r~ ART I N HAN T E R 
CHAIRMAN, TRANSrORTATION COUNCIL, ET AL· 
E 
GERSON KRAMER 
MEMBER OF TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE; SERVED 
IN HNA CONFERENCES 
LEO r1. PEL L E R Z I 
Now GENERAL COUNSEL" AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES; WAS FORMERLY CHAIRMAN 
OF FBA ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE COMMITTEE; 
WAS PRESIDENT" D.C. CHAPTER 
VICENT W. BRADLEY 
AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE FOR NLRB FOR MANY 
YEARS; D.C. CHAPTER O~FICER 
WILLIAM E. CASSELMAN, II 
WAS CHAIRMAN OF GENERAL COUNSEL COMMITTEE 
HAL DO H. 1'100RE 
WAS ASSISTANT REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS FOR THE 
COPYRIGHT OFFICE; ACTIVE IN CAPITOL HILL 
CHAPTER. WAS AN OFFICER OF THE CHAPTER 
CHARL ES I~· I'lu N NECK E 
HAS BEEN A LONGTIME MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL 
ON THE FEDERAL LAWYERAND STILL REMAINS A 
FAITHFUL MEMBER; COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN IN THE 
COUNCIL OF FEDERAL LAWYERS 
FRITZ KAHN 
FORMER GENERAL COUNSEL OF ICC; CHAIRMAN OF 
, TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE AND CHAIRMAN OF 
COMMITTEES IN COUNCIL OF FEDERAL LAWYERS 
LLB" 1955 
LLB" 1949 
LLf1" 1950 
LLBJ 1936 
AA" 1946 
LLB" 1949 
f1PL" 1953 
LLB" 1957 
AB" 1948 
LLB" 1950 
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JOHN FARHAKIDES 
PRESENTLY , CHAIJMAN) BOARD OF ApPEALS) 
DEPARTMENT OF E~ERGY; CHAIRMAN OF VARIOUS 
CLE PROGRAMS; dCTIVE IN BNA CONFERENCES 
FRANCIS ROSENBERGER 
FORMER PRESIDENT) CAPITOL HILL CHAPTER 
.~ 
, 
PRESIDENT J D.C. CHAPTER; DELEGATE TO THE 
COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION; 
MEMBER NATIONAL COUNCIL 
JACK LAHR 
PRESENTLY CHAIRMAN OFftHE INSURANCE COMMITTEE) 
A POSITION THAT HE HAS HELD FOR OVER 5 YEARS· 
MARK FLEISHAKER 
HE IS A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL J SERVED 
AS CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL ON FEDERAL LAW) 
PRACTICE AND A~ENCIES AND HEADED A TASKFORCE 
ON REGULATORY REFORM 
JD) 1956 
JD) 1942 
LLBJ 1942 
JDJ 1963 
JDJ 1971 
·' . 
.... ." 
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Biography 
DOCTOR J. CLAY SMITH·JR. 
Acting Chairman, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
Dr. J. Clay Smith, Jr. was designated Acting Chairman of the U.S. Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission by President Ronald Reagan on March 
3~ 1981. He was elevated from Commissioner, a position he had held since 
October 21, 1978, when he was appointed by President Junmy Carter for a 
four-year term ending July 1, 1982. Within the legal sector, Dr. Smith is 
presently president of the 15,000 member Federal Bar Association. He is the 
first black to head this national organization. 
Dr. Smith began his public service career in 1974 with the Federal 
Communications Commission as Deputy Chief of the Cable Television 
Bureau. At the FCC, he became Associate General Counsel in 1976 and 
Acting General Counsel in 1977. From 1971 until 1974, Dr. Smith specialized in 
antitrust and trade regulation matters as an attorney with a Washington, D. C., 
law firm. During this time, he also was an adjunct professor at the Howard 
University School of Law, where he taught real property, personal property . 
and military law. At Howard, by vote of the student body, he received the Paul 
L. Diggs Outstanding Law'Professor Award. 
Dr. Smith was in the U.S. Army from 1967 until 1971. He served as a captain in 
the Judge! Advocate General's Corps and as a military judge. 
Dr. Smith attended Creighton University on a Leopold Schepp Foundation 
Scholarship and in 1964 received a B.A. degree with double majors in history 
and political science. He earned his J.D. degree in 1967 from the Howard 
University School of Law and both his LL.M. degree (1970) and his S.J.D. 
degree (1977) from the George Washington University National Law Center. 
He is a member of the Order of the Coif. 
Dr. Smith has written several law review articles, co-authored a book and 
received several civic and professional awards. At Howard University, he was a 
contributor to the Howard Law Journal, editor of the Banister, tb.e law-school 
newspaper, and president of both the second and third-year law ciasses. Also, 
he has served as editor of the Federal Bar Journal, president of both the 
Washington Bar Association and the Friends of the District of Colunibia Youth . 
Orchestra Program and as a member of the board of the Neighborhood Legal 
Services Program. He is a member of Asbury United Methodist Church, where 
he is a teacher in the church school. 
A native of Omaha, Nebraska, Dr. Smith became the first black youth to be" 
elected governor of Boys' State, a national program sponsored by the 
American Legion. At the age of 18, he was designated by Ralph G. Brooks, 
governor of Nebraska, as his personal representative to head the Ne.braska 
delegation to the White House Conference on Children and Youth . 
Dr. Smith and his family reside in Washington, D.C. • 
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